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IN LAUDAM

IT TAKES SO LITTLE

One of the most laudable characteristics that
could be attributed to any campus is that of an

happy. When we’re young and full of exuber-

It takes so little to make an old person

abundance of student initiative—in the strict

ant youth we are prone to forget this, forget

sense of the word. Comparatively very seldom
has there been any original activity existent at

that the smallest act of kindness, of consideration will merit extreme gratitude froma lonely,
old person.

our university which had as its motive power
and driving force solely the efforts of the undergraduates—especially students who have
no view whatsoever to personal aggrandizement or material return for their endeavors.
Such an exceptional group of University of
Dayton students has brought itself to our attention and to the attention of everyone else
interested in our Alma Mater.

The Student Pep Committee, as it so aptly
terms itself,

did not organize here on the

campus—
it just started. No call was made for
volunteers to put in so many hours a day—no
committees were named to consider various
necessary activities—no formal meetings were
held to determine a course of action. A few
men possessing the true Flyer spirit, if there
ever was one, just “got together’ and started
to work. They worked long and hard. All this

without request or hint and likewise without
reward or expectation of such.
Any mention of names here would be both
unnecessary and likewise undesirable to the
characters concerned. Their group is an enviable one, and one whose loyalty to the
university commands emulation. Perhaps they —

haven’t taken any great strides as yet in their
endeavor, but they have inaugurated a spirit
which will fight for its continued existence. We
admire them, and can best express our senti-

Two weeks ago a little incident happened
which aptly illustrates this point. We would
like to present it to you, for we are sure that it
will affect you as it did us.

An old aunt of mine lives in Cincinnati, alone.
Within the past three years she has had misfortune upon misfortune, paramount of these
being the loss of the two remaining members
of her immediate family, her husband and her
son. She, having no use for a large house, sold
it and moved to another part of the city, apart
from her old neighbors and friends. She lives

alone in an apartment.
She visits us occasionally, two or three times
a year. During her most recent trip, she celebrated her seventy-fourth birthday.
Mother
took the occasion to give a little, informal supper with the immediate family present. Amid
the hilarity that is prevalent at a happy family
group someone started to sing “Happy Birthday To You” and everyone joined in, rendering
a rousing chorus at the end.

And my old aunt? That dear old lady was
sitting quietly in her place, head bent, vainly
trying to stifle the tears of happiness that were
rolling down her cheeks. She remained silent

ments by saying, “Stay on the ball, men, we’re

all the rest of the evening, but one could tell
by her eyes and her manner that she was

with you to the final gun.”’

supremely happy and content.
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Communists Steal the Show
® By Martin J. Hillenbrand
There can be no doubt that the Communists are an ever-menacing threat.
This article will throw more light on
this much-discussed question. Eternal
vigilance is the price of liberty. Be alert
and read more literature like Martin’s
contribution.

Prxuars the most anomalous features of
our dying civilization are contemporary

communist writers, who violently opposed to
that civilization are nevertheless its most talented literary products.. For I have no doubt
_that in the aggregate they produce far and

“away the best poems, novels, dramas, and
essays
today.

deriving from

any

specific

ideology

gether, of the almost mystical crusade that the
common fight became. Certainly it was emotionalized, at times gushy; but the burning sense
of wrong couldn’t fail to impress on the worker
just how intensely the writer felt in the worker’s

cause.
That is how communists win allies with the
essays, the articles in their periodicals. Zeal
always makes converts.
And this zeal, this

vital spark is precisely what our own periodical
literature lacks. Dry-as-dust, wishy-washy analysis and criticism never converts the mass of
men. Imagine some missionary of old trying to

win over a nation with a philosophical treatise
and a complacent superiority complex. Yet that

is the hobbled weapon we use today.

After some fifty years of waiting for the

‘great Catholic novel which hasn’t poked above
the horizon yet, it is rather pitifully amazing to
- find not one, but several great communist novels
- and certainly a whole bookstore full of really
good communist novels. After seeing a few of
Clifford Odets’ fiery plays I am willing to take
‘ eff my hat to him as the most dynamic, most
_ vital, most effective dramatist of depression
- years. And after perusing the high-tension

poetry of the English triumvirate:

Spender,

Auden and Lewis, I am forced to admit that our
own is pretty insipid and anachronistic in

- comparison.

~ Now apologists for the traditional order have
suggested a variety of explaining alibis for the
phenomenon, all of which succeed in alibying without explaining anything. I have suggested
elsewhere why young intellectuals flock to communism; here I am interested purely in their
literary product, its inspiration and method—
a method which I am convinced our own writers
must adopt to be aneffective influence in the
seething world of thought and action.

The most typical, though not the best, contemporary communist poet is perhaps the young
American from Iowa, Paul Engle. Combining
the idealism of Shelley, the disdain of Byron
and a violent raving of his own, he covers
Europe in a latest long poem. It sold like hotcakes, which is unusual for any verse; and
while I don’t imagine many steel workers
snatched a few lines between ingots, I do know
that collegians found themselves carried further
into communism by reading it than by 62 lectures of that big bad wolf—the communistic
professor who feeds his nurslings poisoned
ideas.

Politics, intrigue, pogroms, oppression, diplomacy, fascism may not constitute traditional
poetic subject matter; it is a long argument between the ‘“‘flowers and sky” and ‘‘machine and
technique” schools as to whether it constitutes
poetic subject matter at all. But Engel has
written a true poem, in a sense a great poem,
and certainly a most effective poem, while our
best talent sticks to daisies and dreamy skies.
What could be a potentially more dramatic

About a year ago an article, “I Was March-

ing,” appeared in the ‘““New Masses”—a communist weekly review—which was possibly the

most artistically clever bit of propaganda I
have run across. The authoress, Meridel Le Suer,
tells of her participation in a Minneapolis strike,

subject than the recent heroic defense of the
Alcazar in the Spanish mess? Yet I am willing

to bet that no Homeric epic, not evena tolerably good poem will be written about it. But
when the Viennese socialists made their stand
against the

Heimwehr,

about sixty

moving

of how she helped the wives of battling workers

poems appeared the same year damning Dol-

to cook up a huge mess of stew, of the uncanny

fuss, exalting the ‘‘martyred dead’’; and the

cohesive
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force

which

bound

the

group to-

flood of literature hasn’t ended yet. Possibly

the best verse Stephen Vincent Benet, of “John
Brown’s Body” fame, ever wrote is in an ironic-

gle is nothing less but the death-fight of the
two ideologies now settling over Europe. Of

ally indignant thing about that 1934 tragedy in
Vienna; while Engel actually reads liks a twentieth-century Byron castigating the men who

those neither communist nor fascist, there is

course he hopes his side will win, though for
little hope no matter which side wins.

“saved their country” by killing off their
countrymen.
In the novel, however, communists have discovered their acme; and if the reader of modern

literature at times gets a bit fed up with
“proletarian literature,’ only a very undiscerning reader could fail to realize, only a very
partial critic could fail to admit, that the most

powerful prose written today falls in this category. Realistic, formless, propagandistic—all

An amazingly limpid word-spinner, Strachey
wields tremendous influence over European and
American liberal thought. When United States
government officials pushed by the Hearst
propaganda machine tried to keep him out of
the country some time ago, the repercussions
were international—and incidentally, he got in
with limitations. His lectures packed mammoth
auditoriums, and our periodicals gobbled up

run-of-the-wind articles about him and by him.

of it—certainly not the conventionally artistic,

but a new technique which has revitalized prose
art. Arthur Halpin’s “The Foundry” may be
tediously dull in spots, painfully long-winded
in others, yet the mass impression—I don’t
mean in the sense of impressionistic theory—
creates violent thought. John Spivak’s staccato
novels about the southern sharecroppers, labor
exploitation in general, may be monotonously
insistent, hammering away through selected
detail at the system from which these conditions
arise; yet they awaken our society to its diseases just as the 750 page effusions of Dickens
did in Victorian England.
An entire school of novelists centered in New
York, with branches in Chicago and other
metropolitan areas, maintains a constant literary flow of the Halpin-Spivak type. Perhaps it
is a degradation, perhaps a new flowering, of
art. It certainly is not “art for art’s sake.” But
for us who are producing very little art for
art’s sake or for any other sake, criticism of

Those who saw the recent movies “The Gen-

eral Died at Dawn” perhaps wondered at the
new power of emotion and action injected by
Hollywood into an orthodox melodramatic

theme. But most people don’t bother about who
writes the scenario anyway.
It was Clifford Odets’ first cinema attempt;
and while compared to his “Waiting for Lefty,’
his ‘Arise and Sing,” the ‘‘General”’ constituted

only a mediocre product—the dramatist’s mastery shone in more than one scene, and glittered
in the last, where dying Chang sends his faithful bodyguard ahead of him into death.

Any discussion of communist writers must

Only in his middle twenties, Odets stands
with Anderson, Behrman, and a few others as
ranking playwrite. His language, strongly
idiomatic, rolls and surges with vitality and
force. His characters, plucked from the lower
strata of American life, fight and eat and work
and strike and die in a new drama, which
epitomizes intensity of situation, captures the
absurdity, the hope, the despair of humans in

include John Strachey and Clifford Odets, who

a twentieth-century development of medium—

in the fields of economics and drama, rule the

and makes it truly tragic. Odets may not be our
Shakespeare, but he is inimitable in his own
right.

anything but principle is pure Philistinism.

contemporary roost. Over a
the former’s “‘Nature of the
and it gave me more insight
of our industrial system and

year ago I read
Capitalist Crisis,”’
into the workings
its basic fallacies

than five textbooks. Obviously when Strachey
offers a solution, it is the wrong solution; but
better than our professional economists, he at

least grasps just what is to be solved.

*

*

*

A sad picture this—but a true one. Energy,
talent, genius, thrown on the side of a philosophically destructive theory, an art-corroding

realty in Russia today. Literature signs its own

His “Coming Struggle for Power,” already
an interpretative classic, is a keen evaluation

death-warrant, but while it lives it lives in
achievement. For this sad fact observers must
admit: communism has stolen the writers, the
writers have stolen the literary show, and if

of fascism and a not-so-keen evaluation of communism. To this Englishman the coming strug-

we can’t get a few on our side, their system
may steal the whole show.
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Test Tube Psychology
® By Marijane Spitler
The homo sapiens is a peculiar creature.
He growls about his course at school and
wishes he had taken an easier one until
some outsider from another department
makes offensive remarks about the
course. Then watch him flare up. You
will thoroughly enjoy this bit of
psychology.

To the right, there is a vague murgur about
how long “can you hang around and get nothing
done before you are asked to leave?” It seems
to be general grievance day, so next one hears

complaints about calculus problems that are
“‘nistols’”—(we think that means problems with
something to do about bullets), or mineralogy

[:

is raining, as it always does on Monday
morning. To hear the rest of the class,
everything has gone wrong from the moment
they dared to venture from a comfortable abyss

of slumber out into the cold routine of the
sophomore chemical engineering schedule. Life
at six-thirty in the morning has very little to
offer any of us, but six-thirty on a rainy Monday with a probable physics test looming ahead
for which no one seems to have studied is
definitely the zero hour for any engineer.
One hears on every side vivid descriptions
of how they perused formulas for everything
from motioning projectiles to inclining planes
during dressing, between snatches of breakfast, and finally all the way out to school on
the bus. By the time they have staggered up
some four flights of stairs (ninety-six steps to
be exact), every one of them will have you
know that he was fully prepared and even on
time at exactly 8:01 a.m. What then? All
hundred percents? Oh no, it seems there is to
be no test after all. That is the climax of the
morning. At least fifteen students out of the
class get out their pencils to figure up the hours
they would have to take in transferring to an
arts course.

By 1:00 p. m. conditions have improved not
at all. It is still raining and fifteen dampened
pursuers of science march doggedly into the
quantitative lab. The prevailing feeling is that
this gloomy aspect of affairs is going to persist
through the afternoon. To the left someone is
moaning about the tenth time he blasted those

crucibles and they still are not constant (even
the glaze is worn off by now). Two bright
young lads are reading diligently a picture on
the wall entitled “‘Discouraged? Think of Lin- coln.”’ Across the way one can see a serious

minded prospective engineer counting the “imps
of error’? that have slipped into his precious

‘precipitate. (If you do not think it is precious
just watch the care with which it is handled.)
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terms that sound un-English and certainly unpronounceable. This state of affairs continues

until mid-afternoon. Then someone will grumble
out loud, what all the class has been silently
thinking, ‘Why didn’t I sign up for a nice,
simple arts or pre-med course, or even business
—anything but engineering?”’
That marks the beginning. Each and every
one begins to tell the other (who is paying no
attention at all) how he could get A’s sitting
around doing absolutely nothing, if only he

handn’t taken this course. From that time on
one listens to expert judges illustrating in glowing oratory the relative hardness of calculus

and history, physics and literature, quantitative
and sociology. The conclusion arrived at is that
every one of these toilers would have become
an exceptional genius, if only some one hadn’t
physically coerced him to sign up for engineering. This feeling of sympathy lasts all afternoon
—each one is feeling sorry for himself and
gradually every one else feels sorry for him
too. Every one, that is, until a few minutes
later when one of these abused lads happens
to meet his comrade outside of class. Said comrade has no intuition or psychological insight
whatever, and to prove this statement he pipes

up with, ‘“‘Aw, why didn’t you sign up for another course ?—You were silly to take chemical
engineering anyway.’ Anyone with any degree
of observation immediately realizes that a
grevious mistake has been made. The prospective chemist inflates to several times his original
dimensions with suddenly acquired dignity.

Just wrath emanates from him.

In scornful

tones he bellows, ““What! me be anything but
an engineer? Why I wouldn’t trade that course
for any other in the world.” (This is followed
by a grandiose sweep of the hand and a fortyfive degree elevation of nose).
Oh well, there’s just no understanding some
people—especially sophomore chemical engineers.

We Give Thanks
® By Dan Hobbs

If there is anything of importance in
the life of the student left out of this
survey of November we wonder what
it is. Dan has given us a real treat
with this essay.

[ery days has September, April, June,
and November. Let us give thanks! Now,

June, April, and even September are nice
months, as months go; very nice, in fact; but
who in the deuce ever conceived of the month
of November? If it was St. Gregory (as we
presume it was) he at least corrected ‘his error
as much as he could in limiting it to thirty days.
You know, he: might have said, “Sixty days,
without mercy.” Let us give thanks!
Our first grievance against this four week
sentence is now a matter of history—that is, the
presidential elections. It did serve, however,
to give the month an excellent impetus on its
way toward becoming a pariah. Last-minute
mud-slinging; climactic political scandals;
even-money betting (imagine that!) ; editorialized news articles in papers and publications;
blinding smoke screens of propaganda; the

final rush to the polls with pasteboards being
thrust at you from all directions—it’s all over
now. At least we can get our favorite swing
band on the air waves without hearing someone
trying to balance the national budget in three
easy lessons. Let us give thanks!
Next comes the weather man, a more or less
necessary evil who utilizes the month of November for the purpose of settling old grudges. He
inaugurates his vengeful activities with just a
smattering of rain—enough to give new life to
that almost-deceased summer cold. Next he
experiments with a twenty-degree drop of the
mercury, and the resultant is sleet and slushwet feet, late street cars (the habitual tardy’s

old standby), head colds, wrinkled topcoats
and suits, ague, rheumatism, goose pimples,
morose dispositions, military classes inside.
His repertoire being far from exhausted, he

then throws in a twenty-mile-an-hour breeze to

dry things up and whip everything into shape
—or out of shape, if you will. Turning the
notch up to a thirty-mile rate for three days, our

spiteful friend bites us in the back with a bit of

March. By this time we know just what to
expect and trot out the ear tabs, ulsters and red
flannels just in time for the grand finale of
zero weather and two feet of snow. However,
it isn’t the inclement, irregular weather that
gripes us, despite our moaning; it is a far more
grievous insult to our dignity that throws us
into a dither. Not satisfied with unloading his
bag of ornery tricks upon an unsuspecting
public, this monster known as the prognosticator of climatic conditions goes even farther,
adding injury to insult by dealing from the
bottom of the deck and giving the real McCoy
prediction only two times out of ten. But, it
only takes about thirty days for this fellow to
relieve his system of his annual accumulation
of meanness. Yea, yea, and hallelujah! Let us
give thanks!
Our physical exterior and emotional! interior
having taken a severe beating, we are next
assailed by an attack on our mental capacities
(taking for granted that we are, to some extent,
so equipped). Mid-semester exams and, much
worse, mid-semester reports! We bone all
night and sweat all day. We bite our pencils,
we scratch our heads, we worry, we fret, we
diligently construct “‘ponies’’ only to have different questions asked than we expected, we
kick George in the shin.and demand “Number
6” via stage whisper. In short, we’re thrown for

a loss—but what do we care; we’re in a coma
by that time anyhow. The real torture comes,
however, when that little white envelope, addressed to the Mr., arrives a short while later—
no more dates until the next report. The most
optimistic thing we can think of is that they
don’t divide the semesters into quarters. Let us
give thanks!
And then Thanksgiving! We really believe
we’ve earned at least two weeks vacation, but
finally settle for four days. The only thing that
worries us now is just where we’re going to
put all that cooked fowl that is destined (we

hope) to come our way. We arise on the fateful
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morning, take breakfast consisting of a glass of
water and two notches in our belt, and go out
for a walk to work up an appetite. With ribs
protruding we return promptly at noon (we
arose, by the way, at eleven-fifty-five) and very
politely seat ourselves in advantageous juxtaposition to the drumstick and white meat. Likewise very politely we dispose of every edible
within a three-foot radius in four minutes flat
(one minute for breathing). Cranberries, pumpkin pie, roast turkey, candied yams, mashed
potatoes with brown gravy; and then, dizziness,
indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the stomach, a
dose of sodium bicarbonate and vinegar—
belch, belch—we feel all right again—except

we're

gettin’

kinda’—ho—hum—ah—sieepy.

Had a good nap, and now for that football

game. Big game—big victory—big party—big
time—big head. Three more days of vacation
to recuperate. Let us give thanks!
Back to school with strengthened determination and a definite goal in mind—the Christmas holidays. Our thirty-day term has nearly
elapsed. Tattered billboards are all the remaining evidence of the horrors of election. The
slush and sleet have turned to clean white
snow. Nine weeks to go until semester exams.
The supply of turkey hash, turkey soup, cold
turkey, turkey salad, and turkey giblets is

rapidly diminishing. Rumors of Santa Claus are
filtering into our ears. Only twenty more shopping days until Christmas! LET US GIVE

THANKS!

MY SPIRIT UNBREAKABLE |
By Ambrose Nakao
They gather up, the corn in sheaves
When autumn comes, and all things die.
And see the falling of the leaves
Like snowflakes from a wintry sky.
The grass is withered on the hill
Where the bleak wind howls loud;
All Nature seemeth to be stiil—
Her head, so sprightly, crushed and bowed.
No music wafts upon the air,
No perfume floats upon the breeze:
All that is young, or sweet, or fair—
The darksome grave hath taken these.
The sky is void, and sad the day;
The grass lies withered on the hill—
My spirit wails in lone dismay
My spirit that will not be still.
Though broken, still unbreakable,
My spirit rises free and proud!
Let all the world be crushed and still,

Ne’er my spirit shall be bowed.
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Leap Ladies! Beware Men!
Robert Herrick wrote a poem entitled
“To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time”
and the present author warns the old
maids that leap year is almost over. Ye
bachelors, beware!

A S Father Time marches on, he pauses
and lifts his cane to point at the calendar. As he does so, he whispers a word of warn-

ing to all maids—to all old maids in particular.
He reminds them that this leap year of 1936 is
nearly over—and that there will not be another
for four years. Time was, once, when girls were
to be seen, sometimes, and heard even more
rarely than that. Fortunately, those days are
gone forever. Today a girl may speak out her
heart and mind freely without being afraid of
criticism. As a result, men have become conscious
of the fact that some women really have minds;
that all women are not fickle, frivolous flirts.
Indeed, men are beginning to wonder whether
women are ever going to stop invading what
were once the fields of men. There is hardly a
profession, vocation, or occupation in which
women are not represented; and the saddest
part of it all (saddest to men, only) is that the
- women seem to be exceptionally outstanding
in their chosen careers. However, this is not
helping those poor old maids any.
I do not claim to be an authority on this subject at all. I am simply putting down a few
ideas which may be helpful to some maid,
whether young or old, in distress.
There are always groups of young ladies who

seem to be nothing else but premature “old
maids” and it is these in particular with whom
I am concerned at present. This situation is
truly an unfortunate and unnecessary one simply because there is no earthly reason for it.
Any girl can be charming and pleasing without
being the most beautiful or most popular girl.
With all the beauty aids that are on the market
today, an apparently plain-looking lassie can
transform herself into a surprisingly attractive
fair damsel. If, for some reason, she doesn’t, it

is her own fault because the opportunities are
there, waiting to be made use of. We can’t all
be a Joan Crawford or Jean Harlow, you
know, but we can at least make the best of

® By Chrissoula Economides
your pocketbook dictates thusly, and invest
part of your allowances in some of that “‘stuff
and things” that supposedly makes one beautiful—or helps anyway. Next, apply your purchases and if you are not satisfied, try all over
again. If your amateurish efforts still do not
produce the desired effects, then visit the

beauty parlor about which you have heard “Jane
Smith” talk. Just look what it did to Tilda of

“The Gumps.” Who knows? Perhaps it will do
the same for you. (Heaven forbid!!) The reason, my dear lassies, for mentioning this visit

as a last resort is that it may prove slightly
expensive. But the ultra-modern lady will probably use as her slogan “‘Beauty at any cost”
even though it may deprive her of lunch for a
few weeks. Besides, the loss of a little of that
excess poundage around the waist will do
wonders.
During and after the beauty treatment mentioned above, it might be wise to observe the
antics and actions which the fairest of the fair
damsels exercise in order to attract the socalled “stronger’’ sex. Observe them very
closely, noticing tones of voice, manner of approach; indeed, the smallest details are sometimes the most important. But do not by any
means try to be exactly like some one person.
You may imitate some of her mannerisms if you
will, but rather try to create a new personality
of yourself, not just another ‘Jane Smith.” Be
a “self-made” woman, but don’t let anyone
think that you know you are.
Now that you have put on all the finishing
touches, take a peek at yourself in your mirror.

You look quite different, don’t you? Perhaps
even pretty? Then ask the opinion of your
elder brother. If no one else will tell you the
truth, he will. If he approves, your troubles are
almost over. Now bring yourself before the
eyes of the public and they will in time become
your public. Finally, you must makea selection
from your group of admirers. Remember, girls,
this is still leap year, even though I’ve digressed
from the subject. Take your final leap, girls,

but look before you leap. Don’t jump at just
anything that wears long trousers. And I have
a word or two to say to any man who may have

whatever good looks we have. So, my hopeful
young ladies, make a trip to one of the down-

read thus far in this discussion. Beware of this

town department stores or to the dime store if

fair specimen of beauty—for she means business!
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The Advent of Simpy Gus
There are shades of O. Henry in this.
Elmer is a voracious reader of “The
Four Million,” etc. If you do not believe me just read about Slimpy Gus.

@ By Elmer Will

O NCE upon a time there was a guy born

Now a capitalist, our hero sought a business
suitable for one of his worth and rank. Nor was
he long in selecting his vocation. Slimpy was an
alert and enterprising entrepreneur who had no

monikered Slimpy Gus. He was a very

intention of letting opportunity slip through

little bambino on his natal day. Perhaps that
accounts for his success. From such an insignificant beginning Slimpy turned out to be a hulking adult who wore size eleven shoes and
smoked extremely black cheroots.

his grasp, so long as it was tepid enough to
hold.

Slimpy Gus, whose real cognomen was Algernon Marmaduke Mulligan, was an outstanding character from birth. Born under the sign
of the Permaniac, ‘‘Slimp’” was destined for
great things. From early childhood he stubbornly exhibited that he had a firm grasp of the
things of this world. That is, until he grasped
Mother’s curling iron in his chubby little right
hand. That made him cautious, and left-handed,
further indications of his contumacious nature.
His fond parents, with the aid of sundry
grand-, god-, and would-be-parents, made much
ceremony over the christening of A. Marmaduke, but it took his playmates at the Institution but two seconds after his triumphant entree
there to bestow upon the poor simp the handle
which has stuck to him ever since. (He thought
it was about time, too.)
Slimpy Gus’ early childhood, when not punc-

tuated by detention and various other punishments, was that of a model institution child. It
was not until the eighth grade that the instructor could prevail upon Gus to do improper
fractions, he was that modest. The teacher
thought he was dumb. He may have been right.

It has been said that our Mr. Mulligan was
an ambitious young individual. While in the
Institution he had made abundant use of the library and his agile brain was filled with Blackstone and contemporaries. He knew the city’s
statutes and their limitations. So the law and its
minions held no fear for him.
With his superior knowledge Slimpy Gus had
little difficulty in ousting his compatriots from
the best corner in the Grand Union station
where the business was good and the pickings
easy. In addition, he had grown up, so that
now he tipped the beam at something over 225
pounds and barely managed to crowd his size
twelve dogs into No. 11 shoes. Slimpy was fully

equipped to do business in a business-like way.
He worked his ‘‘con’’ game unmolested for
over a year. The free and easy manner which
had been his from birth, the excellent clothes
which the profits of his enterprise netted him,
his air of confidence, and his flat feet caused
strangers to deviate naturally to him when
asking for directions to this or that hotel.
Therein lay the secret of Slimpy’s success. He
looked like a detective.
The sign of the Permaniac was not embracing
enough to protect Slimpy when the heavy hand

of the law fell wincingly upon his ample shoul-

Upon graduation, Slimpy received the customary presents of five dollars and a suit of
clothes. Being ambitious in every way he im-

der. Slimpy was a self-made man, but the
intricacies of spelling had proved too much at

mediately cast about for a method to increase

the Institution. Consequently, parts of Black-

his status quo in the world of his social betters.
Fortune was kind to him. On the train which
bore him away from the home he had known
so long Slimpy met a gentleman who was
gracious and generous to the extreme so that
Slimpy had a complete change of clothes and
a well-filled wallet when he arrived at his

stone had escaped him.

destination.

In gratitude Slimpy made the

gentleman a present of the educated dominoes.
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However, Slimpy still had his free and easy
manner, his fine raiment, and his confidence

when he faced the judge. He was certain he
had made no slip. He was still certain when
the judge intoned, ‘‘Two years on the Island.”’

He had influential friends. He would get an
appeal.

Saga of a Psychic Seal
® By Jim Martin

The above title was not given because of
a mere penchant for the alliterative
form on the part of the author, but is
the best possible description for this
essentially true episode in the life of a
much-misunderstood mascot. For obvious reasons, certain fictitious names
have been inserted, and a slight bit of
coloring has been added.

(From the “Wahooville Warrior” )
(August 26, 1936)

dd
HEN the varsity grid squad of Wa-

hoo University reports in the near
future for initial practice sessions before entering upon what is hailed by downtown coaches
as a “suicide schedule,” it will be introduced
to a new mascot in the shape of a seal named

Pierre. Pierre arrived at the campus via Railway Express yesterday as the gift of a loyal
alumnus. The following note, addressed to
Barry Haujan, athletic director at the local
institution, accompanied the seal:
“Dear Barry: Here’s hoping the coming season will be fish to you and your boys.”
“Pierre was not exactly received with open
arms. Upon his arrival,university officials refused to accept him, and he was returned to
the depot, where Haujan called for his mail in
person. The Wahoo mentor said today that he
would keep Pierre this fall or at least until

sity of Wahoo, went on record as being of the
firm conviction that his team would be free
from the menace of questionable decisions on
the gridiron this season, because he has discovered a particularly effective antidote in the
Wahoo gridders’ new mascot, a seal named
Pierre.
“It seems that Pierre is able by mental
telepathy to read the minds of officials before
they inflict damaging penalties, and at such a
time gives vent to his own peculiar rendition
of the Bronx cheer. And what self-respecting
official, gloats Haujan, could retain his aplomb
when reproached from the bench by a seal?
Why, he’d never live it down!”
(From the “Wahooville Warrior’’)
(Sunday, October 3, 1936)

“Delaware, (O.) Oct. 2.—(XP)—University
of Wahoo’s high-geared grid machine upset
early season dope here this afternoon in decisively walloping the Archdeacons of Ohio
Wycliffe, 21 to 7. Great credit for the surprise

victory is due Wahoo’s seal mascot, Pierre,
who, no less than three times aided directly in
nullifying Archdeacon scoring threats. When
the opponents’ ball-carriers broke loose and
started for the goal with an open field ahead,

Pierre stood up on the Wahoo bench, oscillated
back and forth and sent out inhibitory im-

pulses which caused the backs to waver toward
the sidelines and step out of bounds.”

the seal indicates what sort of luck his presence
will bring the team. He has been comfortably
installed in a sunken bathtub under the Wahoo
Stadium. It appears that Haujan and Pierre
will hit it off well together, since the coach has
already in his spare moments taught the seal to
sit on a stool, applaud, shake hands and roll
over on the floor.”’
(From the “Wahooville Warrior”
)
(September 6, 1936)

“Columbus, Sept. 5.—(XP)—Speaking be-

(From the “Wahooville Warrior’’)
(October 5, 1936)

“University of Wahoo’s football stock was at
zero today, when visions of one of the best
seasons in recent years went glimmering because of the loss of the team’s seal mascot,
Pierre, who had become so attached to the

players that they can’t click unless he is watching from the sidelines. The campus is shrouded
in gloom and little hope is held for winning
future games.

fore the annual rules interpretation convention

of the Ohio Football Officials Association here
today, Barry Haujan, head coach at the Univer-

“Pierre was removed from his bathtub domicile under the stadium and shipped to the CinPage eleven

cinnati Zoological Gardens because his noc-

turnal

howls

had

disturbed

the

sleep

of

students, faculty, and residents.”

(Extracts from the “Second Guesser,” sports
column conducted by Joe Doakes in the
“Wahooville Warrior’)

Courier-Journal midnight extra, Saturday,
October 24, screaming headlines in 360 point
type:

SEAL CAUSES UPROAR IN ZOO; SERENADES MOON AS THOUSANDS WATCH
“Creating great consternation among zoo of-

(October 6)

ficials, Pierre, an 175-pound specimen of the

“.. Correct dope behind the sudden banishment of the Wahoo footballers’ mascot, Pierre,
is that the seal paid the penalty for trying to
please everybody. Previously, Pierre made no

protest when doting students fed him 15 to 20
pounds of fish, crustacea, molluscs, etc., daily.
But in the dead of night, poor Pierre was seized
by a violent tummy-ache, and his piteous
whimpers woke the neighborhood. The next
day a committee of prominent citizens called
on officials of the local institution and threatened to resort to the courts if Pierre was not

Gilespii Otaridie family of seals, and ex-mascot
of the University of Wahoo’s football team,
climbed on a rock in his tank tonight, turned
his bewhiskered snout to the starry heavens,

and for an hour,and a half filled the air with
deafening bellows. The tumult was heard within a radius of 25 miles and its vibrations shat-

tered plate-glass windows of department stores
in downtown Cincinnati.”
(Extracts from Joe Doake’s “Second Guesser,”
sports column in the “Wahooville Warrior’’)

removed forthwith. Exit Pierre.” ...

(Monday, October 26)

. There are some crazy explanations
going around for Wahoo’s amazing triumph
over Cincinnati last week, but this one takes
the cake: When the locals were behind 13 to
0 going into the final quarter of the contest,
and with the ball in their possession on their
own thirty-yard line, the boys went into a
huddle. They were going into formation after
having decided to punt on first down in order
to play safe and hold down the margin of
defeat, when they heard a strange rumbling
sound from outside the stadium. The quarterback is said to have hurriedly called the team
back into the huddle, shouting hysterically:
‘That’s Pierre, rootin’ for us! We can’t let him
down!’ ... And they opened up with an offensive drive that netted three touchdowns in the
space of 15 minutes.”
“é

By special wire from Wahoo University
Stadium, Oct. 8.—(XP)—“Lacking the support

of their seal mascot, Pierre, the Wahoo University eleven weakened in the final period of
‘their intersectional, clash with DeMaul tonight and lost, 7 to 0.”
(From the “Cincinnati Courier-Journa!’’)
(Saturday, October 24)

“When the Catamounts of Cincinnati Univer-

sity play host tonight to the University of
Wahoo, they will expect little trouble in subduing the Wahooites, because the latter are

still down in the dumps over the loss of their
educated seal mascot, Pierre, and there is
little possibility that they will produce any of
the razzle-dazzle attack which featured their
early season games.”

KIDNAPPED
By S. M. F.

Autumn, with her colors flying
Maidenlike, flees when espying

Winter in pursuit. At one stroke
Northmost bounds today he broke;
On his blizzard steed he sought her,

And most masterfully caught her,
Kidnapped—’neath his ermine cloak.
(Snow storm, November fourth)
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Once is Enough
© By Rosemary Eggleston

The reader will probably agree that the
title suits this article. As a bit of
vicarious experience it is interesting and
profitable reading.

with pictures hung here and there. I remember
thinking at the time that this was a far cry
from Bedlam, the first insane hospital in England, where, we are told, patients were thrown
into cages and exhibited as animals in a zoo.

My first night went along very smoothly.
Ove: upon a time while reading Victor
Small’s book, “I Knew Three Thousand
Lunatics,’’ I came upon this strange question:
“Tf you knew that you would have to go through
a stage of insanity before you die, would you
like to be a lunatic who is mentally sound on
every subject except for grandiose ideas of

your own possessions and abilities? Or would
you want to be the type that goes rip-tearing
through life, attempting murder, suicide, and
whatever the spirit wills?’”’ To such a question
I had been able to form no definite conclusions
because I knew nothing whatever of insanity.
We never know, however, what may be in
store for us. How well I realized this fact when
one evening in early summer I found myself at

the State Hospital being escorted to a ward in
which I was to be the night attendant. Would
you be terrified at being the only attendant in
a ward of seventy-seven not-entirely-sane
women from six-thirty p. m. to five-thirty a. m.?
Not only was I terrified but I was paralyzed
with fear at the thought of it.
I don’t know what I expected to see when I
walked into the ward, but what I saw was a
surprise. An air of cozy informality enveloped
me. A radio was tuned to a program of supperdance music. Several patients were dancing;
others were embroidering, talking, reading,
writing letters, all in much the same atmosphere
that you would find prevailing in the lounge
of a club. Instead of the proverbial bare walls
and floors and curtainless windows, I found
a brightly polished hardwood floor with attractive scatter rugs, ferneries at the windows,
starched curtains letting in the warm breeze,
and canaries singing from their cages. The

walls of the ward were painted a soft gray,

I

was being broken in by the regular nurse of the
ward. The huge ring of keys, which were my
only safeguard, jangled consolingly in my

pocket. For once I could really be a boss. I
felt very important. But the regular nurse seldom went far on her rounds without me at her
heels. At eleven-thirty we betook ourselves on
tiptoe to the attendants’ dining hall for midnight supper. I was intensely interested in the
terrorizing conversation going on around me:
“T have already been called off ward three
times this evening to assist in giving hypos on

Ward 138!”
“T had the worst time getting the suicidal on
Ward 15 into bed. I actually had to call for

help.”
“Well, as yet, I suppose I’m the only one to
have had a death tonight.”
I gulped so loudly at these remarks that the
other nurses and attendants began to notice
my dismay. I suppose that I did look altogether
too young and green at the business; so they
immediately took me under their wings and
gave me little tips, without which I should not

have known what to do. The two most important hints were: “Hold on to the keys,” and
“Don’t let the patients know that you’re afraid
of them.”
The next morning the report read: ‘‘Ward
very quiet all night,’’ but while the ward had
been quiet my mind had been far from that
happy state. During the second night I was still
being assisted by the regular nurse, and the
ward was still too quiet and peaceful for my

own peace of mind, for I was certain that the
patients did get disturbed sometimes.
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The third night brought me my real test...
my first night on ward alone. When I went on
duty I felt danger in my bones, so to speak...

and I felt correctly. At about seven-thirty one
of the most terrible storms that I ever witnessed came up. Since even normal] persons are
naturally on edge during an electrical storm,
the desperate state of these abnormal women
can be more easily imagined than described.
I did nothing but make the rounds of the immense ward, quieting the restless patients, putting down countless windows, and doing a
million and one other sundry things all night
long, while my own knees knocked together in
anxiety. I knew that if I lived through this
night, I would be able to endure anything. As
you see, I survived that seemingly interminable
night, the worst of my eight weeks spent there.
Besides the new experience gained by just
working in the ward, I also came into close and
novel contact by talking to some of the patients.
Strange tales they told me of imaginary chil-

dren; of castles in Spain; of successful love
affairs; of untold wealth; of Hollywood
triumphs; and of divine commissions to clear
up this old world of ours. It was odd how well
they realize where they were, but it was very
hard for them to understand why they were
there. Had I not known something of their
case histories, it would have been difficult for
me also to understand the reason for the retention of some of them.
Eight weeks as attendant was enough. But
during that short time a new factor was added
to my outlook upon life and human nature. To
my observation, many character traits in their

excessive development in the patients, present
themselves in modified forms among normal

people. I never realized before that such evil
tendencies as greed, jealously, sloth, and revenge, if not successfully conquered by one’s
will, may have the unhappy results that I
observed in these unfortunate women during
my short, but unusual experience.

INEVITABLE
By Helen Guy
Never does the sun come out of the east,

But it sets in the western sky;
Never does a bud bloom in the spring,
That in autumn does not die.
Since the first dim morn of creation,
When the wheels were tightly wound,
Never has been a night so long,
That a dawn has not been found.
Never
But
Never
But

does joy set a heart aflame,
it fades like the western sky,
does life throb in human breast,
it flowers to live and die.

From dim long ago beginnings,

When the first sweet prayer was said,
Never is spirit crushed so low,
That faith lifts not its head.
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The Ford Comes Back
© By Dave Kersting
Here we are with the second installment
of the travelogue. You will enjoy the
return trip just as much as you enjoyed
the trip to California.
(Continued from last month)

August 23 (continued): San Francisco has a
personality distinct from other great ports of
the world. We walked through some of the
great warehouse piers; a cargo of lumber from
Japan being unloaded—strange looking lumber, with colored Oriental marks on it, divided

in sections with the names of other ports:
Panama, Liverpool, Lisbon, Bremen, Stavenger,
Stockholm. A great white liner slipping away

from her dock, confetti streamers parting, and
the ship’s orchestra playing what must be a
Japanese version of bad American jazz. Southward all afternoon through the region of tall

redwood trees along the coast. Finally to sleep
under a sky full of stars. The warm Pacific
breeze. California!
August 24: Into the town of San Miguel
early this morning; Spanish porticos in the summer sun—olive trees in the courtyards.
A
thorough visit to the old, old San Miguel Mission, and from the Franciscan father in charge
we heard an interesting tale of its colorful history including a description of the days when
Mexican rulers changed the mission into a
saloon and roadhouse. All afternoon at 45
m.p.h. toward Santa Monica along that beautiful rocky coast. Malibu beach, where some of
filmdom’s “greats” seem to compete with each
other in building homes of shocking architectural eccentricity. Dinner in Los Angeles, the
warm greeting of friends, and a party at some
riding club in Hollywood. (Boring.) A walk
along Hollywood Boulevard at night.
The
famous place disappoints those who hope to
find something extraordinary.

miles per hour is just about as much fun as
anything I have ever experienced!
Then it
started to rain! But the natives in our party
had been telling us repeatedly that rain forms
no part of the sublime weather around here. So
we surmised that the L. A. Chamber of Com-

merce will describe that downpour as fog. But
it stopped soon, and then dinner at a Jap
restaurant. Finally, to the evening performance
of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra—Iturbi
directing, Helen Jepson singing.
August 26: A drive to Pasadena for a visit
to the famous new Forest Lawn Memorial
Cemetery with its world-renowned collections of
sculptury and stained glass. An evening visit to
Mount Wilson and the observatory.
August 27: Los Angeles is one of the fastestgrowing cities in the country. The population
is now over a million and increasing all the
time, yet in many ways it is too immense. Spent
the afternoon attempting to get into some of
the producing studios, but they proved inacces-

sible. We saw their outer walls. Made some
preparations for the long trek eastward which
begins tomorrow.
August 28 (San Diego, 12 midnight): Out of
Los Angeles and south to the Mission of San

Juan Capistrano which we consider the most
beautiful of them all. At 4 p. m. we rolled into
“Diego” and went immediately to the California Pacific Exposition, where we stayed

until 11 p. m. A performance of “The Comedy
of Errors” by the Globe Theatre players. Surprised at the beauty of the buildings and
grounds at this fair. Much more pleasant than
the Chicago World’s Fair, we think.
August 29 (Tijuana, Mexico): This morning,
after visiting the Ford Exhibit and the G. E.

August 25 (Sunday): Mass at the Church of

Exhibit, etc., at the Exposition, we decided to

the Blessed Sacrament in Hollywood. Down-

go across the border into Mexico. So here we
are: Tijuana, the city of the famous “long bar”
—a cafe a block long with a bar running the
entire length. At the customs office we were
examined very suspiciously by the Mexican

town Los Angeles—another Chinatown—
Olvera Street and the ancient Spanish quarter.
All afternoon swimming at Santa Monica
Beach, and an introduction to surf board riding.

Zipping along on the crest of a wave at 40

military police who seemed to think that we
were smuggling ammunition to some “cause”
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or other in Sonora, which state, we gathered,
was at the time under martial law.
August 30 (Somewhere in the Mojave Desert
—1i0 p. m.): At last we have turned eastward.
Today we have come through the southern
California fruit country to San Bernardino, then
into the desert and the State of Arizona. We
thought that it would be wise to drive the
desert at night, so right now we are only a few
miles southeast of Las Vegas, Nevada. Mesquite, cacti, and sage brush are all around us.
The wind is blowing down upon us from the
west, and, when we wake up—I’ll bet there is
sand in our shoes.
August 31, Utah: Tonight we are on the top
of a rocky bluff near the southern border of
the State. A cradle moon is beginning to rise
over the edge of a mesa which stands out dark
and distinct in the distance. The day was like
this: Waking up in the bright desert sun about
9 o’clock (!) and into Las Vegas before 10.
From here we went down to Boulder City,
Nevada, where we obtained a visitor’s pass
for the Boulder Dam Project. We spent about
an hour at the great dam. Back to Las Vegas
and then northeastward across the corner of
Arizona to a place called Anderson’s Ranch
which is the approach to Zion Canyon. Great
perpendicular walls of rock rising’ 3000 feet
and blazing with color; the remarkable Temple
of Sinawava, the Three Patriarchs; and finally
leaving the park on the Zion-Mt.Carmel highway which literally climbs out of the canyon

September 2 (South of Santa Fe, N. M.):
Across western Arizona on a fairly good road
through more painted deserts, lava beds, etc.,
to the Petrified Forest. Here, Jim had to explain some of the local geology, and I the
zoology. Really a place of vast interest. Into
New Mexico in the afternoon. Here in a great
many places the roads are washed out by rain
and floods. Real Indian country with many
pueblos (Navajo). It was pouring rain down
there so we just kept on driving into the night,
and at last we came to Los Lunas (civilization) and the Rio Grande. As we turned north
toward Albuquerque the rain stopped. It is
warm and dry here.
September 3, 1935: Santa Fe! Surprised to
find that it is the last day of their annual fiesta!
The old town in its most gala mood. Everyone
in the costume of the 16th century Spanish.
Everywhere laughter, singing, dancing.
The
Indians from far and near are trying to sell
their rugs and pottery. Drove out to the Tesuque
Pueblo, the Anthropological Laboratory, visited
the Cathedral and the ancient Church of San
Miguel, ate a great Mexican dinner, and then
went to the dance at La Fonda (the hotel).
What a day!
September 4: North into Colorado. For a
while we drove along the old Santa Fe Trail.
Through Cimarron Canyon and another state

is added to our list. First glimpse of the front
range of the Rocky Mountains.

and in one place tunnels through the rock for
an entire mile. G’night.
September 1, 1935 (Sunday—no church within 200 miles) : Into the region of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado about noon today. We do
‘not make any attempts at description, but it
surely does not disappoint one. North, then
west, then across the Colorado River, and from

September 5 to Sunday, September 8, in
Colorado Springs, Colo.:
Trips to Manitou,
Pikes Peak. The Garden of the Gods, and a
great hike up into the high rocks. After Sunday
morning Mass at Saint Mary’s Church we headed
east out of Colorado and into Kansas. This is
really a land of jack rabbits! First night we
stayed at a small place called Wakeeney.

there south for 275 miles of the worst roads in
the country. And really wild country! Painted
deserts, numberless arroyas, and mesas. Wide

open spaces, et quam! Indian families in ancient wagons. Finally, we reached the Winslow
Road where we had our second flat tire, and
the stony roads had shaken what Jimmy called
the “radius rod” very loose. So we had to “get

September 9, Boonville, Missouri: We can

hardly wait! Today we really drove! Out of
Kansas, through. Kansas City, and half way
across Missouri.
September 10, 10 p. m., Dayton, Ohio: To-

out and get under” with the usual garnishment

day, the Old National Road was much too slow!

of expletives. Exhausted, we are sleeping out
under some pines near the road. No moon.

As we greeted family and friend, we couldn’t
help feeling that the best part of any adventure
is finally arriving HOME in the end.

Smells like rain. This is the life!
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Is Crime an Adventure?
6 By William P. O’Connor

Bill gives us a gripping account of some
of his experiences in his native Chicago.
Read this article and decide whether
you would accept an invitation to spend
Christmas with Bill in Chicago or not.

Chicago blocks from where John
Fo
Dillinger breathed his last and about the
same distance from the site of the notorious
St. Valentine’s day massacre lies what appears
a quiet German settlement. “Little Italy,” or
“Tittle Hell’ as it is sometimes called, borders
it on the south; a factory district to the west;
a business section to the north; and Lincoln
Park on the shore of Lake Michigan to the east.
Here is where I lived for sixteen years, accumu-

lating the experiences I relate.
“Tittle Italy’ was the root of the crime-tree

whose branches spread over our neighborhood.
To describe “Little Italy’? would be a verbal
impossibility. You must go there, meet the
people, see the European culture transplanted

to the heart of America’s second metropolis
and try to understand. Crime seems to be a part

The force that started the ball rolling was
the return of the brother of one of our members.
p — — —, fresh from behind prison bars, had
been a member of the R — — — — — faction
and little known by our group who composed

the D — — — — — . He had been sent up for
an auto theft and now that his one-year sentence was over he swore on a stack of bibles
that he had reformed. His reformation was
short lived for before long the D — — — —
R—
— — — — began their reign of terror
under the leadership of P — — —.
Sunday morning bull-sessions served as the
summary for the previous evening’s performance. In the beginning tavern fights, petty gang
wars and other brawls of a similar nature were
the subjects for the stories, but as weeks passed
these fights became worse, and I finally realized the club had the gang fever that seems
inevitably to grip any young men’s club in our
neighborhood. With P —- — —at their head
they would fight on the slightest pretense. No
matter what you might think of P — — —,
you had to admit that he was the psychological
leader.
Daring, reckless, unscrupulous, she
would enter any brawl. This made him an idol
for the others to follow.

of its very existence, not that the Italian people
are born criminals but because of the existing
conditions favorable to crime. Police are scarce,
politicians crooked and in general very few
barriers are raised to hinder the crime-wave.
It is with a group of young men, most of them
living their entire life in this environment, that
I intend to deal.

These men were members of an athletic club
to which I belonged. The organization was
founded when two neighborhood “gangs”
merged their clubs in order to strengthen their
athletic teams. The D — — ——, R — — — —
‘(the name of the club) were existing for about
a year when they sponsored a dance that
proved a financial failure and caused the
abandonment of the club rooms for the sum-

mer. Their old hangout gone, the group drifted

to a local poolroom and it is here that the

criminal activities of the club took root.

Winter came and with it the new club rooms.
I protested at accepting P — — — asa regular
member but in vain for most of the members
saw no reason to refuse him since many participated in the Saturday night maraudings,
and as long as P — — — wasn’t engaged in
gun play he wasn’t any worse than the rest.
The organization now being in full swing the
criminal activity was intensified. Robbing beer
flats, rolling drunks, and similar affairs took
their place along with the tavern wars. One
scrape is especially vivid to me. It so happened
that a local girl’s club had asked us for assistance in conducting a dance. We consented and

the night of the dance saw forty D — — — —
RK — — — —_ — attending. Everything ran
smoothly until a stranger happened to bump
into our friend P —- — —. This set off the fireworks. Brass-knuckles flew right and left, sev-

eral guns were drawn, and after the storm
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passed the hall was empty and the orchestra
had skipped. This of course ended the dance
and also our relations with the girl’s club. Two
days later I discovered that one youth, a brother
to the president of the girl’s club, had been
blinded in one eye. This was the worst yet but
it didn’t stop the brawls; since prosecution
didn’t follow the gang considered it a criminal
victory.
A few weeks later while attending another
neighborhood dance, they began another scuffle which fortunately several of us checked
before serious damage happened.
Complete
escape, however, was out of the question, for
several young women were scratched and
kicked while nearly a hundred beer glasses
were broken. P — — — as usual was the leader
and instigator. On that very evening another
affair nearly cost me my life and cured me of
traveling with the gang on Saturday nights.
After the previous occurence we went to the

“Greasy Spoon” (the name given to a local
restaurant) which served as a general meeting
place for our group. Thinking the wars to be
over for the night I was about to go home
when an argument started between one of the
members and a young Italian. Our member
was accused of insulting the Italian’s girl
friend. The youth defended his escort for
which act he was attacked by several of the
gang. I managed to have our fellows let him
go and he left with threats of bringing back
“Little Italy.”” We ignored his threats but he
didn’t mean them as empty jestures, for, in a
very brief time I saw two carloads of Italians
sweep down on the “Greasy Spoon.” “Little
Italy” had miscalculated our man-power and
failed to import enough sluggers. When they
saw our strength they pulled ‘“‘gats” and began
their retreat. In the face of guns our gang
winced and the battle culminated in an effort
to escape. Chairs flew, plates and cups struck
the heads of several members, and I was just

missed by a couple of platters. Within a short

period the restaurant was empty with the exception of the owner, a waiter, another member

and me. The owner, a Greek, getting excited
drew a miniature cannon and attempted to re-

move me from this earth. Fortunately the gun

had a safety-catch and the waiter was successful in capturing it before it did any damage.

Winter was about over and having a rather
stable treasury, due to a successful raffle, we
decided to keep up our club rooms during the
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summer. Baseball and girl friends for a while
diverted the gang’s attention from brawls. By

this time a minority group (of which I was a
member) decided to get rid of P — — —. Our
opportunity, although a costly one, came in
the late summer.

A club picnic was planned and the club decided that only members and girl friend could
come. P — — — wanted to bring two pals of

pre-jail days, but we objected. He quit the club
and swore revenge. Revenge came, for upon
our return from the picnic we discovered eight
of our club windows smashed, and a threat of

jail if we didn’t replace them. We avoided jail
by putting in the windows and although thirty

dollars still remained in the treasury the spirit
had sunk and we disbanded for good.
This I thought would end the escapades and
for a time I was right. P — — —drifted back
to acquaintances of former days and it was not
long before a robbery and shooting on Chicago’s
west side sent P — — — to a hide-out and two
of his pals to jail. With the leader gone the
gang reformed to a certain extent and things

were pretty “rosy.”
College called me from the city and although
I received several letters describing scuffles,
they were of a minor nature. The next summer
saw P — — — return but only for a brief

period and I thought the history of the
D— — — —R — — — — — ended.
But things were too good to be true for at
the beginning of my sophomore year P — — —
returned once more to assume the leadership.

Soon the same old Saturday nights were described to me by letters until on December 8
the most tragic blow was struck.
Saturday night, as usual, brought the boys
together in the “Greasy Spoon.” This time they
were indulging in some stolen beer and after
they consumed two gallons along with that
which they drank earlier in the evening, they

became hilarious. Arguments arose and finally
a fight broke out between P — — — and
another member, R — — — (who also had
served a year in the reformatory). They went

outside to settle the affair but they were stopped bya police officer in plain clothes.
“Go home and go to church,” the officer
exclaimed.

The two principals returned to the restaurant
and the officer followed.
“Well, come on you guys, scram. If you don’t
make up your minds I[’ll call the wagon,” said
the officer.

P — — — engaged an excellent criminal
lawyer, who through his law ability managed
to get P — — —’s term set at one year.
R — — — — (the member who was going to
fight P — — — at the time of the shooting)
was given three months, while one of the men’s

case was thrown out because of non-participa“He’s no cop,” claimed somebody and with
this the group led by P — — — and R — — —,
jumped the officer. In front of the flurry of
fists the officer staggered to the door and managed to get outside. Not being satisfied the
mob started after him. Whipping out his gun,
the officer fired one shot which grazed
P — — —’s side and finally lodged in the chest
of another member. This boy’s life was the
price of that evening’s brawl, for he died about
an hour later in a nearby hospital. The gang

tion. Three received one year probation and the
tragedy was considered closed.
This, no doubt, should have been the much
needed lesson and the shock did cure most of
the members, but, some still cannot break from
the past. Even today I still get reports describing various brawls that these few stage and no
doubt someday I’ll hear that they are in jail.

Many other things happened that space will

dispersed after the shooting but six of the

not allow in this article, but I do believe this

principals were taken by the police before the
morning was very old.

narrative gives the reader an insight into the

Bail was posted for five of the fellows, but
P — — —was held without bail and confined
to the city jail to await trial. The first inquest
was postponed and the second one was set for
the twenty-eighth of December. The city, of
course, built up a strong case and having everything in their favor the decision was rendered
accidental death.

acted the way they did. I believe this story
serves as a warning to anybody who might read
it, that adventure is one thing and crime
another.

actions of young criminals. You may draw your

own conclusions as to why these young fellows

SIMILES
Helen Guy
Blue sky merging to purple with the pink skyline of twilight;
New song in a poet’s heart mingling with his
soul’s delight;
Splendor of dawn when the world is new again;
Enchanting ecstacy of soft warm summer rain;
Elusive fantasy of some melodious song;
Infinite aching of hearts that long—
All these interwoven with fibre of flame,
Make the tableau complete—for love has no
name.
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Vignettes of College Life
LEARNING ENGLISH

“MOCOCH”

John Arthur Van Coopnagle is that sort of

a college-boy who may be called a mooch. He
invariably greets one with, “‘Got a cigarette?”’;
then, “‘“How ’bout a match?” To which the urge
to ask, “How are you fixed for breathing?”
must immediately be squelched so as not to
offend his well-balanced friendliness.
Perhaps a little further conversation reveals,
“T’ve just asked a girl who typifies venus herself for a date and I’m dead broke, pal. How
about two bucks ’til Tuesday?” But he has
neglected to state which Tuesday. He sees that
his bee is about to be refused when he promptly
offers, “T’ll pay you back two bucks and six bits
if you’ll loan me your new topcoat. Since J. A.
V. C. picks only on the well-known sucker-type
around the campus, he knows that his prey is
unable to say “‘no.”’

Napoleon, in spite of his unsurpassed military
genius, was truly a deplorable case when it
came to penmanship. One of his reports on the
Battle of Waterloo was actually mistaken for a
rough map of the scene of disaster.
Last Thursday, while I stood on the sidewalk,
awaiting the 4:00 p. m. traction, a little boy
(just released from school) accosted me. He
looked curiously at me, at the book I held in
my hand (a futile attempt to look studious),
and at the slip of paper which I had carelessly
inserted in the book as a bookmark, and on
which I had taken some random notes.
At first, I feigned unconsciousness of his
scrutiny, but since he seemed so keenly interested in my person, I casually turned towards
him. The boy seized the opportunity.
“What’s that you got in your book?”

J. A. V. C. is the acme of glib talkers and
soon he receives a reluctant, “Okay,” and the
two dollars. For this he delivers a gusty slapon-the-back and exclaims, “Swell, pal. You’re
my friend for life. Just for that I’m going to
come over to your room tonight and type my

“In my book?” I repeated, glancing at the
object referred to. “‘Oh, this paper, eh? It’s
my bookmark!”’

overdue lab reports.” (The poor lad hasn’t a

“Is that English you got on it?” he came right
back.

typewriter.) “Well, gotta be going now. See
you tonight.”’
“Oh, by the way! Who’s this lovely ‘Venus’
that’s worthy of such jubilation?” calls the
Prey to the Vulture.
“Cicily Fairweather,’ comes the down-thecorridor reply.

“Cicily Fairweather!” is the exclamation of
the sucker-minus-two bucks. “That’s my girlfriend!”

“Yeah, I know,” he acknowledges.
And John Arthur Van Coopnagle is gone.

“Why, sure, it’s English,” I affirmed, rather
surprised.
“T thought it was some Indian characters or
something,”’ was the naive reply. “I guess you’re
studying English. Are you just learning to
write ?” (This in a very sympathetic tone).
Yes, 1am a Japanese; but for over ten years,
I have devoted myself, and that not without
success, even if it is I who say so, to the study
of this most puzzling language—English.
I

remembered

Napoleon,

and _

consoled

myself.
—William Paul.

—Ambrose Nakao.
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P. A. IS MIGHTY FRIENDLY SMOKIN’, MEN!
Yes, sir, Prince Albert is a real

bite the tongue! You're in good
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delight to steady pipe smokers.

company when you smoke Prince
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Being “crimp cut,” youcan count
on P. A. to pack easily, burn cool
and sweet, and cake up nicely.
And thanks to our special “no-bite”
process, Prince Albert does not

Albert. It’s the largest-selling
smoking tobacco in the world.
And it’s swell “makin’s” too. Try
a handy pocket-size tin of Prince
Albert—the “national joy smoke.”
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PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don’t find it
the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the

pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and we will refund full purchase price,
plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
THE NATIONAL

JOY SMOKE

50 pipefuls of
fragrant tobacco in every
2-oz. tin of Prince Albert

Types of Students
In every college or university there are four
distinct types of students. By the word student
- we are assuming that anyone who enters a uni‘versity is a student. With this assumption in
mind, we will proceed to the first type.
:

The most common classification is that
labeled “the social butterfly.” A student bhelonging to this class is one who comes to college,
not with the idea of acquiring knowledge, but
merely to expand their social acquaintances.
To them, it is more important to join the best
fraternity or sorority, to attend the most im: portant dances, to go to the best parties, than
‘to acquire that for which they came, knowl-edge. It seems almost incredible that young
-men and women can go to an educational
‘institution for four precious years without
changing, but nevertheless it is true.
The

others of the companionship which helps to
round out a balanced life. Yes, he graduates

with high honors and with great knowledge
but he does not know how to apply his knowledge to our modern social world.
Glancing over the student body, we often

find the pitiful “‘misfit.”” By that we mean the
student who has no particular goal for which

to strive. This aimless person is easily discouraged, is easily misled, because being aimless his heart is not in his work. Consequently
his attention and interests wander and despite
the efforts of his professors, he rarely finishes
college.
Great is the disappointment of his
parents, friends and teachers but the greatest

disappointment of all is his own realization of
his failure. A future built on a failure is almost
always unsurmountable. This is a real tragedy.

tragedy of all this comes a few years after
‘graduation when they realize that all they have
is a pin bearing a few Greek symbols, and
memories which are gradually being erased by
time.
The contradictory to the “social butterfly”

is the “grind.” This student applies himself so
diligently to his studies, that he completely
ignores his obligations to society. He is more or
less lost in the realm of letters, arts; and
sciences and consequently cheats himself and
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The ideal student is one who leads a wellbalanced life. He leads a full and happy life,
by service to his school, by application to his
studies, by personal contact with his friends,
and devotion to his religion. Thus he finds it
easy to further the standards to which he
dedicated himself in college. To this class belong all our successful men and women of today.
—Betty V. Dolan.
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For Shoe Repair

HUGO A. DEIS

With

SPEED PLUS
SATISFACTION

Distributor of

WOODEN SHOE and BURGER BEERS

its

Modern Shoe Repair
Shop

117 Clover Street, at Cold Storage
KE 3344

1214 BROWN STREET
Around the corner from the school
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KOORS

RED WING ICE
CREAM

“$29”

Always with the Boys

“Preferred For Its Quality”
AT YOUR NEAREST
DEALER OR CALL

CARL B. KOORS

FUlton 9166-7-8

oe

of

Ice Cream in all forms for
all occasions

ARCHIE SHERER COMPANY

Kuenle’s Cut-Rate

DRUGGIST

OFFICE FURNITURE - WOOD & STEEL

Phone FUlton 0143

SAFES - STEEL SHELVING - LOCKERS
Filing Supplies and Desk Lamps

Cor. Jefferson and Warren Sts.
DAYTON, CHIO

Phone FUlton 5371

340 SOUTH MAIN STREET
+

%
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Compliments

Beigel Jewelers, Inc.

of

MARTIN BEIGEL

THE WESTERN TABLET &

Class of 735

STATIONERY CORP.
DAYTON, OHIO

18 S. Main at Market

c

-

FUlton 8791

Dayton’s Premier Brews

NICK THOMAS
Preferred BEERS

+

LONDON BOBBY ALE
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BAYNHAM’S
PLATEAU

RITZ

for Young Men!

CHAS. R. BURNS

G. A. SIGRITZ

ADams 7562

MINERAL WATER CO.

1013 BROWN STREET

832 S. Ludlow St.

Optometrist

FU 4011
+
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Especially Designed

Pale Dry Ginger Ale
Club Soda
Grape Fruit Cocktail
Lime Rickey and
Soda Beverages

DAIRY PRODUCTS COMPANY

cy

he

MODERN EQUIPMENT
QUALITY PRODUCTS
EFFICIENT SERVICE
219 East Fifth Street
HE 1275
“The House of University

“The Best In Eats”

Style Hats”

HARTSHORN
GARDENS

THE NEW YORK
HAT SHOP
16 SOUTH MAIN STREET

Sandwiches
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer

Original Style

Turtle Soup Our Specialty

At Popular Prices
+

ae

EXPERIENCE
Is a Valuable Teacher
It’s the Sensational Style
Hit of the Fall Season for
Campus Wear

This is true of our business, the same as it is with any other line
of human activity.
Engineers, research men—more than 1,400 of us bend our efforts, add
to our experience, with the idea in mind of making our service to our

Brown... Black...
or Gray ... with
Matching Alligator

WE INVITE U. OF D. STUDENTS TO VISIT
OUR PLANTS ON TOURS OF INSPECTION

THE DAYTON POWER & LIGHT CO.
+

Widths A to C

“Get Under a Wormser”

Sizes to 12

For Style, Quality and
Workmanship

$9
BAYNHAM’S
RIGGS & BUTTERWORTH,

Owners

44 WEST THIRD ST.
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LAUNDRY AND
HOSPITAL SUPPLIES
SOAP, SODA, STARCH,
BLUEING, PADDING

Priced at $2.95, $3.25
and $3.85

Various kinds of Cotton and

WORMSER HAT STORE

Established Forty Years Ago

Wood Materials, Etc.

The FANSHER Bros. Co.

6 South Main Street
+
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113 W. Court St.
*

TRIM AND HEAVY
CREPE SOLES

customers worth more to them.

DAYTON

+
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THE DAYTON
STENCIL WORKS CO.
Steel Stamps—Rubber Stamps
Seals—Badges—Engravings
Stencils
113 E. SECOND ST.
Phone ADams 1432

Dayton, O.

THE

John T. Barlow Co.
WHOLESALE

DRY GOODS
AND NOTIONS

Third and Sears Streets

Silence only

DAYTON, OHIO

GIVES consent
Silence may give consent, but it cannot
ask it. A phone call leis you ask anything
anywhere any time.
Why not talk it over by Telephone?

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10

It cosis little. Lowest long distance rates,

Fidelity Building

which start at 7:00 o’clock every evening,

Dayton, Ohio

also are in effect all day Sunday.

+

+

THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO.

Know the answer? So do |
These Chesterfields ~
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